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This chapter seeks to further the discussion on the theorization of b/ordering proc
esses. More particularly, I explore how justice can be done to visual representation
in the mapping of the b/ordering of migration. To focus on migration is not neces
sarily a self-evident characteristic of the border. But increasingly it has become one
of the most politically sensitive and influential factors shaping the nature and conse
quences of borders in our time. Constant border work is being carried out to try to
separate the wanted from the unwanted, the imagined barbarians from the civilized,
and the global rich from global poor. Especially after 9/11, we have seen more stress
on the bordering of territory and the protection of society. The desire to control and
reclaim space, power and national identity and to immunize against an imagined
threat from the illegal and/or Muslim migrant has found new nationalistic and
increasingly populist political adherents and partisans in many parts of the world. The
result is that the unwanted migrants have come to epitomize the extraterritoriality
of the exclusive state (Agamben 1998). Obviously, these practices of geo- and bio
political control, which often coincide with fear-mongering security and migration
politics and the carving up of territorial containers and purified ‘dreamlands’ of iden
tity, have a counterpart. This other world is the (dreamland of) escape into openness
and freedom, into a world of global democratic development and global distributive
justice. But it seems that the development of this other world is now much lower on
the political agenda. As a result, the ontological multidimensionality which is intrinsic
to any border is increasingly subordinated to the defensive ifitering dimension of a
border (see also Reichert 1992). Put differently, the border, which is a necessary and
unfixable continuum between openness and closure rather than a line, is being inter
preted chiefly as a line of security and protection, often coinciding with an inward-
looking reproduction and canonization of the history and culture it is believed to
contain The stress is on the building of a protective inner space or, in the words of
philosopher Peter Sloterdijk, “a sphere,” and not on the possible consequences
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of overprotection and inward-looking behavior. The desire to open the border, to
seize the spirit of the fall of the Berlin ‘Wall, and to escape topo-logical thinking
seems even further removed from us now than at the beginning of the 1990s
(Reichert 1992).

Paradoxically, despite the growth of a rebordering ideology after 9/11, the
network-like globalization of travel has further increased. Whereas in the past human
migration often meant having to reborder one’s own nationality and identity

— almost
to the extent of having to be “reborn” into the new nation — today people can travel
quickly and maintain contact with several places at the same time. Mobility and
migration typically consist of an ongoing series of cross-border movements in which
people develop and maintain numerous economic, social and cultural links in more
than one nation. Generally, this phenomenon is described as “transnationalism,” a
term that suggests that today’s migration is more than moving from and to closed
entities — the nation states. In a sense, as so often argued, the world of travel, infor
mation, communication and migration has shrunk (Ernste et al. 2009). Due to
cheaper travel and communication, it has become easier to stay in close touch with
the country of origin while living elsewhere. Hence, it could be argued that national
identities and national communities are increasingly transnational identities and tran
snational communities. Consequently, to conceive of the world primarily in terms of
rationally organized hierarchies of sharply bounded territorial containers is no longer
adequate, if it ever was (van Houtum and van Naerssen 2002; van Houtum 2005).
The fact that many mobile people and migrants are crossing borders and have become
trausmobile and transmigrants and thus find themselves neither only here nor only
there, but mentally, virtually and digitally in several places at the same time — has
therefore important consequences for the concepts of borders, nation and identities.
It implies that geopolitical borders cannot be understood as discrete, fixed and
dichotomous.

This insight builds on the rich debate that is involved in the turn to bordering
rather than border studies. Whereas in the early 1960s the field of border studies was
predominantly focused on the study of the demarcation of boundaries and the bor
derline, now the focus has arguably shifted to examining the continuous construction
of borders: the process of bordering (see, for instance, van Houtum and van Naerssen
2002; van Houtum 2005; Newman 2006; Parker et al. 2009). A border today is
dominantly understood as a belief in the presence and continuity of a spatially binding
power, which is objectifled in everyday sociopolitical practices. Put differently, the
attention has moved away from the study of the evolution and changes of the territo
rial line to borders seen as differentiators of socially constructed mindscapes, identities
and meanings (see also Donnan and Wilson 1999; Wilson and Donnan 1998). The
observation that the making of borders is the product of people’s own social practices
and habitus has led to the study of borders beyond a focus on states or nations. The
turn to “bordering” starts from the assumption that any border is not a stand-alone
entity, detached from other territories or societies, but is a socio-spatially constructed
and always dynamic configuration of social relations and networks. And as this
approach also applies to territories other than states, such as (macro)regions, cities
and neighborhoods, a border is now increasingly seen in the scholarly literature as
less connected to states alone. The claim often heard in the 1980s that social, anthro
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pological and (geo)political studies fell into a kind of territorial trap by overemphasiz
ing state borders is thus now much less applicable.

Borders are now typically no longer seen as given, fixed, linear or stable and are
conceptualized instead in terms of a much more open perspective on territoriality. It
is widely recognized that the interlinkages between places and people are loosening
the classic triangle between territory—identity—citizenship. In the process, these inter-
linkages between places, borders and people are being re-ontologized. Borders are
increasingly carried around over space by the human body and mind. They have
become dispersed and difftised. This means that in a given territorial entity the many
borders embodied in the temporary and not so temporary stay of migrants, tourists,
entrepreneurs, football players and managers, for example, are co-emerging and
coexisting. Put differently, borders can be seen as interfaces between people that
reveal themselves contingently.

What this shift in the understanding of borders implies is that the dominant rep
resentation of places and people as separate entities, and borders as two-dimensional
lines on a map, is a naive representation of the transnational complexity and multi
plicity of human life. Yet here we still see a gap. For despite the turn to bordering
studies, the static visual representation of state borders still inspires most of the work
in the field, thereby reproducing dominant geopolitical practice.

In this chapter I consider what I see as a main challenge for a border studies
beyond the classic state-borderology: how to develop a more apt visual representation
of borders and migration, one that does not begin with the default option of the
nation-state border as a line and migration as an arrow crossing it. Can we represent
borders visually in a way that is intrinsically dynamic and subject to constant repro
duction? Can we map the border work? And can we map the moving of and moving
across borders? In what follows I question the dominant visual representations of
migration and indicate what directions could be taken in mapping the mobility
of people and their personal linkages across state borders.

THE ART OF MAPPING BORDERS

Although looking at planet earth from a satellite makes clear that there are no
borders,’ which immediately suggests that borders are human constructs, in an
average atlas the classic political approach of the bordered world prevails. Typically
an atlas of the world shows a globe divided into states. An average map is still used
as a cartographically ordered power-logic with lines and colors that delineate the
borders of territorially differentiated sovereignties. This point could be taken further.
I would venture that the default option when representing borders on the globe is
to show state borders. Apparently, the nineteenth-century ideal of the nation-state
has become rooted very firmly in our idea and visualization of borders. This state-grid
approach to mapping borders has had an immense impact on our daily lives. Weather
charts, school geography and history atlases, travel guides: state border maps are
everywhere, telling you where the borders of countries lie and thereby where you
are from or what your position is, by saying “you are here.” This biased perspective
on what borders are or how they should or could be understood is more than merely
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a representation of the world. As an image of the world it has shaped and continues
to shape our (perception of our) world. I would argue that this perspective — one
that sees mapping intrinsically as a political science, as a science of nineteenth-century
political order, conquest and discovery — not only excludes the factual sociology,
anthropology and geography of twenty-first century globalization and transnational
ism, but it also excludes imagination, identifications, emotions, and beliefs outside
the visible geopolitical realm. Moreover, it excludes the moving and mobile people
inside what is imagined to be a fixed and static state-container. This “state-border
gridism” becomes particularly evident when analyzing the maps of migration. Let us
look more closely at this.

The use of static border-geometry in the case of the mapping of migration is not
an anomaly but rather the dominant way of representation in the media, education,
politics and the academy. Often no further explanation is given on the use of the
semiotics, symbols and visual concepts of and behind the map. This implies that
the map of the borders of today, although vividly and paradoxically reshaped by
migration, is still taken for granted as static, untouched and fixed. Examples abound.
For instance, when trying to represent undocumented migration, most “official”
maps, whether of the United States or the European Union, indicate an imagined
territorial container crisscrossed with thick arrows and lines supposed to indicate the
routes, trajectories, and transit zones of undocumented migrants (see Figures 23.1
and 23.2). The thick lines, dots and arrows in Figures 23.1 and 23.2 are intended
to represent migration flows. In presenting movement in this way, migration is
explicitly represented as massive, unidirectional and unstoppable flows toward an

Figure 23.1 The migrant routes into the US
Source: https://segue.atlas.uiuc.edu/uploads/hancho/ImmigrationMap2003.gif.
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Figure 23.2 The migrant routes into the EU
Source: Frontex, 2010 (http ://www.frontex.europa.eu/situation_at_the_external_border/
artl8 html).

imagined, reactive and vulnerable bordered fixity of the US and the EU — it is as if
migration should be seen as an unfriendly invasion. For those educated in Europe
like me, such maps recall the maps once shown in history class which illustrated visu
ally successive invasions in Europe by foreign armies.2 Fitting with this image, the
EU’s external border agency Frontex speaks of “risk analysis,” and of “operations”
in their mission, which is defined in the following way:
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FRONTEX coordinates operational cooperation between Member States in the field of
management of external borders; assists Member States in the training of national border
guards, including the establishment of common training standards; carries out risk
analyser, follows up the development of research relevant for the control and surveillance
of external borders; assists Member States in circumstances requiring increased technical
and operational assistance at external borders; and provides Member States with the
necessary support in organising joint return operations. .

The talk of operations and risk analyses is complemented by a discourse of security
and insurance, as Frontex makes clear in its mission statement: “Frontex, the EU
agency based in Warsaw, was created as a specialised and independent body tasked
to coordinate the operational cooperation between Member States in the field of
border security.”4To execute these taslcs Frontex deploys boats, helicopters and planes
in the Mediterranean Sea and along the coasts of North and West Africa to prevent
boats with migrants from entering the territorial waters of the EU, creating a whole
new EU landscape of defense and fences (see also Inda 2006; van Houtum and Pijpers
2007; van Hourum and Boedeltje 2009; van Houtum 2010; Walters 2004). Over
the years, as the securitization and patrolling of the border control grew, attempts
to remain unseen or to escape from the hunt and chase by border guards has led to
the deaths of many would-be immigrants. The undocumented migration into the
EU has increasingly become perceived as a cat-and-mouse game. And it is this per
verse and for migrants often deadly game that is being represented on maps like those
in Figures 23.1 and 23.2.

Yet these maps are false. Maps like these do not take into account the heterogene
ity of those who move, the possible shuttle or circular movement migrants may have
already made, and the people migrating out of Europe. What is more, maps like these
that suggest invasions of people fail to mention that the EU “receives” only a fraction
of the total global population of refugees and migrants (Walters 2007). In fact, the
majority of migrants stay close to their place of origin and only a few have the pos
sibility and/or the will to travel over longer, intercontinental distances. Moreover,
the underlying assumption that migration is a one-off linear movement leading to a
final destination, which is often illustrated by the use of straight arrows, lines and
dots, is seriously flawed. The reality of undocumented migration is often more dis
persed, dynamic and fluid and has more of a transit and zigzag nature.

CEcI N’EST PAS oNE FRoNTIER1

The misrepresentations of the dominant migration maps like those above have impor
tant consequences. Static invasion maps not only represent moral panics, they also
co-construct them. Maps are and can never be neutral. A map cannot escape being
productive; it fabricates an image, a lens on the world. It frames our minds and
thereby our world. A mapping of migration and borders in the way described above
thus not only re-presents the world, it is making Truth. As many critical cartographers
have convincingly shown, the classic framing of the world via state maps predomi
nantly serves the geopolitical goal that a bordered territory is imagined and believed
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to be different and distinct from other territories (see, e.g., Harley 1989; Pickles
2004; Crampton and Krygier 2006; van Houtum 2009; de Mug 2010). As Harley
(1989) argues, it is no wonder then that in modern Western society maps quickly
became crucial to the maintenance of state power — to its boundaries, its commerce,
its internal administration, its control of populations, and its military strength. A state
border is represented mainly as a strategic and intentional force, as a locus and focus
of control.

What such container-like maps of borders prominently and typically re-present is
a statist narration of distinctive coherence, which adds to the desired bounding of
space through symbols, media, narratives and a common name for a chosen set
of historically materialized social relations. Bordering and ordering territory in this
way communicate the making of a place, in order to classify what is within and what
is beyond. Seen through this lens, a border on the map colonizes the free and con
stantly ontologically reinterpreted space that truth necessarily is. The border on the
map demarcates, represents and communicates truth, but it is thereby not truth itself.
Put differently, the signifier of the map is not the world as we, the signified, know
it, as Foucault (1982) argued when discussing the work of the surrealist painter René
Magritte (Ceci n’estpas une pipe (This is not a pipe)). The map of a border, however
shaped and curved, is surreal, it is not a border (see Figure 23.3). What a map of a
border therefore actually creates is a gap, a difference. The representation of a border
as a line of difference is making a difference. Or as Wood has famously argued, the
map’s effectiveness lies in the selectivity with which it is produced (Wood 1993). A
map is an image of reality, a truth outside truth itself. Inner and external border maps
are the construction of a reality and truth in a certain context, and in a certain spatial
entity. What is seen as truth in one’s own domain can be a lie in the space and/or
eyes of an Other. And what conventional reality is in the own domain can be a
doomed image or fantasy in the domains and/or eyes of the Other. A map of a state
border and migration as a unidirectional, uni-versal arrow crossing that state border
is therefore active: it represents space in such a way that it facilitates its domination
and control. It communicates a truth, it actively constructs knowledge, it silences the

Figure 23.3 Ceci n ‘est pas une frontière
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unrepresented, it visually excludes what it wishes to decline politically and it exercises
geopower. The telling of the story is therefore more important than the mere visibility
of the border. And stories will differ over time, over space and over people. The story
and the interpretation of the border, and the reasons it is defined as it is, are matters
of politics. Mapping the border in the way it is mapped is hence cartopolitics, ¶
drawing-table politics. And using that same uni-versal script of state border domi
nance, every cartopolitics makes its own statist maps, its own state plans, its own
outer-state strangers, and its own statist u-topia — for where borderlines and dots
become dominant, people are erased. Cartopolitics in its core, therefore, is carto
graphic cleansing. It consciously silences what is not represented and it dehumanizes
the landscape.

The average geopolitical map predominantly works with the idea of state borders
as a kind of unquestioned, self-evident border (see also Scott 2002). But as the
present debate in border studies — or better perhaps, bordering studies — has learned,
there are no uni-versal borders, nor is there a one-and-only original border, there is
no preborder. The reality of the border is created by the meaning that is attached to
it. A line is geometry, a border is interpretation. A gate may be a threshold for some
and a passage for others. And a wall may be a “protection” against the imagined
pernicious influence of others behind that wall for some and to others mostly a place
to spray graffiti. A border can be drawn spatially everywhere. It is the symbolic
meaning attributed to the appearance of the line which must be seen as constructor
of the normative form. A border is made real through imagination. So what is impor
tant to the study of borders is not the item of the border per se, but the objectifica
tion process of the border, the socially constituent power practices attached to a
border that construct a spatial effect and which give a demarcation in space its
meaning and influence. So the border may communicate a truth, but this truth is
crucially dependent on constant border work to make this truth real and trustworthy.
In other words, a territorial border is the continuous production of a mask (see van
Houtum 2011). And in this masking of reality the visual representation of borders
as lines on maps and the imagined threat of those who “invade” the imagined unity
of “us” play an important role. The Bordering and Ordering done in and by
container-states that is communicated via maps often then leads to a persistent Other
ing (van Houtum and van Naerssen 2002). The world outside the domain-malting
border is instrumentalized by representing it symbolically as a foreign country, the
competitor, the enemy, or chaos, against which the unique consistent and uniform
cultural identity and tradition of our own unity will be mirrored. This may then
indeed contribute to the perception that the coming of unwanted others, as argued
above, is represented as an invasion.

THE RHYTHM OF BORDERINGS

How then can we find the visual language to describe where a migrant goes and how
as a result a border moves for some and not for others? And how can we find the
words or images to describe which passages the migrant takes and has taken, where
he or she finds a shelter, or when a territory touches, pleases or teaches him or her?
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And how can we map the many formal mies and informal conventions and cultural
rites preventing migrants from entering certain territories, or openly using certain
places, the invisible borders for migrants in a territory, the presence of “illegals,” the
variations in tempo, speed and rhythms in the territory, the waiting of migrants in
detention centers, the different reception and appreciation of the sounds of the ter
ritories, the traveling of one’s thoughts, the feeling of being at home in strange
territories and the feeling of estrangement in one’s “home” territory?

Can we and if so how can we represent these human borderings, human becom
ings, movements and migrations on a map? To begin with, it would be good to
lose some of the pretensions geometry retains and realize that there is no plan, word
or visualization that is the border or the migrant. For, it is humans as multidimensional
and intrinsically socially sensitive beings who make the places we live in, not the
lines and dots drawn on maps. A few inspiring, although still fragmented, attempts
to provide alternative representations of migration patterns have been made already,
mainly by what could be called a “radical cartography,” such as Migmap, IndyMedia
and Migreurop (see Bhagat and Mogel 2008). Until now, however, these detailed
accounts and alternative representations of migration have been washed away in the
highly influential mediated images of the “invasion” of unwanted migrants. What is
more, despite their good intentions to form a counternarrative to the hegemony of
fear-mongering migration maps, many of these alternative maps still work mainly
with classic state-like maps, including bordered boxes and dots suggestive of states
and humans respectively.

It is remarkable that we have still not overcome the Euclidean geometry of maps,
whereas the representation of people and their relationships have gone through a
revolutionary phase. I am thinking especially of the representational world of the
internet (e.g., Facebook, Linkedln, YouTube), which in contrast to classic maps, does
explicitly chart human beings and their relations, yet largely without a multidimen
sional and spatially layered context. This poses a challenge to cartographers, anthro
pologists, political scientists, geographers and others to collaborate with filmmakers
and image artists not only to map the urban surface on which we humans live and
move but also to represent the (e)motions and physical passage of people across these
surfaces, if possible interactively. Paradoxical as this may seem, the map should thus
have an open eye, and visualize things that cannot be mapped, that are not re
presented, things or people that are absented, the human rhizomatic be comings,
zigzag connections, traces, tracks and linkages, and the movements and (e)motions
that cannot be universally rationalized, yet are felt, sensed and believed (Deleuze and
Guattari 1987; Papadopoulos et al. 2008). A famous and striking example of a rhi
zomatic map is that by the composer Sylvano Bussotti, presented by Deleuze and
Guattari in their book A Thousand Plateaus (see Figure 23.4). In this figure, spatial
movement is represented as a rhythm, but then imagined as an erratic, chaotic flux.
The rhythm itself is understood as a migration, an endless becoming, a constant flux
of connections which together make a zigzag line. It is thus anything other than a
universal, unidirectional arrow-like line. The totalitarian fixation on an essential past,
a utopian future as represented by an arrow, is absent. What dominates is not the
vertical or horizontal binary connections, or the uni-versal script of state border
mapping, but the transversal network.
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NOTC

Figure 23.4 Rhizome
Source: Notation by Sylvano Bussotti, reproduced in Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 3.

Another interesting source of inspiration for the development of an ethical aesthetics of borders and migration is the documentary Welcome Europa by Bmno Ulmer.In this road movie one sees several young adults from various countries outside theEU without passports moving around in European spaces. They move around likeghosts, like shadow-travelers, trying to survive in the streets of different Europeancities without the proper documents. Again, what is striking is that the movementhas a zigzag nature and includes long periods of waiting and significant immobility(see also Schapendonk 2011).
The argument that I wish to make here is that the quest for new kinds of mappingis a matter of consciousness rather than sight, of making present to the mind’s eyewhat is visibly absent (Donald 1999). The map of the territory is or should be asdynamic as the human beings who make and give meaning to territory. The tempo,rhythm and (e)motions of people in space and not the fixity or the settling downshould be central. And so the logic of being and the ontology of stasis needs to bemore often and more seriously confronted, or at the least complemented with a logicof becoming and an ontology of the process, since what is crucial is to train our eyeon the relations of movements and speeds and moments of waiting, rest and immobility (see also Schapendonk 2011). So, perhaps, instead of only cartography, we needa choreography of space. This would mean that we would neither try to map the otherimmediately nor only map them as someone not-from-Here. By way of example, thispersistent grounding is well expressed in the Dutch dichotomy allochtonen and autochtonen to mark the difference between Dutch and foreign-born people, in whichAllos refers to other and Autos to the Self or own and Chtonos to ground. We cando without such territorial mapping of people in this time and age. A further exampleof this ground-politics is expressed in the question typically asked when meeting
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another for the first time: where are you from? Perhaps, following the logic of zigzagging and endless becoming, the emphasis should not be on the where and thebelonging, which involves a fixation with mapping the other, but on the coming tobe and the longing to be: where are you coming from? In other words, the focusshould not be on the roots, but the routes of migrants.

CONCLUSION

I began this chapter by referring to how the field of border studies has developedover the last few decades. Clearly, the field of border studies has blossomed and hasgrown in many interesting directions. It has become clear that the philosophy andpractices of b/ordering and othering, of fixing of territorial (id)entities, of purification of access, as well as of transgressions of scale, need not be restricted to states,but are valuable for theorizing and studying in their own right (see, for example, vanHoutum and van Naerssen 2002; Walters 2006). Such theorizing of bordering hasclearly inspired ontological and epistemological discussion about borders and boundaries. In this chapter I have argued that despite this move to bordering studies, classicborder mapping is still too easily taken for granted. And maps, as shown above, areimportant in co-constructing a view on and of the world. It has become clear thatpolitical forces in the US, the EU and elsewhere are keen to attract the high potentialand low-cost labor migrants on the one hand, while controlling the self-defined“redundant” and allegedly non-assimilable immigrants on the other hand, in orderto preserve social cohesion and regulate national labor markets within borders thatthey imagine as protecting their “own.” It has reached the point that an increase inthe mere numbers of migrants is now viewed as an invasion and a decrease as asuccess, which is powerfully illustrated in maps. Maps are obviously not the soledeterminants in shaping the new nationalistic tendencies and increasingly militaristicborder ideology, and maybe not even the biggest. Yet, border mapping does play asignificant role and it is within the reach of social scientists like geographers, planners,cartographers and anthropologists to change the prevailing politically loaded intentionally naive maps of borders and migration into more just and multidimensionalimages and imaginings.
This does not mean that we should be so naive as to believe that there will everbe an end to the spatial b/ordering of our self-interest to increase our own comfortand to diminish the fear of loss of control. Nor will there be an end to classic stateborder mapping and the use of arrows to indicate imagined migration invasions.Borders do exist. Yet, borders exist as meaningful elements in space precisely becausethey are imagined, sensed, felt; because they are believed. Given this, that does notmean that we need to reproduce our own borders routinely and uncritically, or thatwe are forced to visualize borders and migration according to the dominantview. We are not only victims of the border, but also the producers of it. B/orderingourselves and Othering the Other is something we do ourselves. Making a border,demarcating a line in space is a collaborative act. And so is the interpretation of it.The interpretation and meaning of borders are always open for reformation andtransformation. It falls to ourselves to remap and redesign political spaces. As a start,
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we thus need to free ourselves from the classic geometrical thinking and open up the
possibility of a dynamic line play, a choreography of the border, without the miscon
ceiving, self-repressive or exclusionary interpretation of the border.

In sum, I would like to make a plea here that this is a path to pursue further, as
this could and should have an effect, finally, on the way we visualize and represent
borders and the migration across them. By focusing on the discussion of how to map
b/orderings the ongoing lively and fascinating debate in border(ing) studies could
be further enriched by training our eyes on what lines in spaces mean for human
beings, and how we attach to and can break away from state border geometry.
Drawing fixed lines on a map as a representation of borders does not help us to
understand and describe the complexity and multiclimensionality of borders and
migration. Looking at the world, describing the world, is to a large extent also the
art of learning to read space that cam-iot be put on a map. It is as much an intentional
aesthetic design as it is a “flue” representation. Space cannot be frozen, fixed and
boxed into lines and colors and then be seen as the representation of the actual pres
ence of a territory, of the actual reality. Studying the implicit ethics of the aesthetic
design and suggesting alternative visualizations through video art, photography and
alternative mapping forms could dismantle this taken-for-granted attitude to border
mapping. When the aesthetics of borders — understood as the ways in which film,
maps and video art reproduce and are reproduced by borders — is combined with the
ethics of iesthetics, it could bring about a much-needed new route in the fascinating
and blossoming field of border(ing) studies.

NOTES

I wish to thank Chiara Brambilla and Bruno Riccio for organizing a wonderful seminar on
Transnational Migrations and Dis-located Borders as part of the PhD program in Anthropol
ogy and Epistemology of Complexity at the University of Bergamo at which the first seeds of
this chapter were planted. The seminar provided fertile ground for transversal connections with
scholars from various disciplines with multiple refreshing insights. In addition, I wish to thank
Liam O’Dowd and Cathal McCall for organizing a most interesting discussion in Belfast on
the theorization of borders, at which Hastings Donnan and Thomas Wilson, the editors of
this book, were also present. Hastings Donnan and Thomas Wilson are also thanked for their
most valuable comments on an earlier version of this chapter, which with permission substan
tially elaborates a paper to be published by Guaraldi Publishing.

1 See, for instance, http://www.earthmapssatellite .info/images/earth-maps-satellite.jpg
(accessed Nov. 2011).

2 See, for instance, https ://cac-ib-geography.wikispaces.com/file/view/800px-Invasions_
of_the_Roman_Empire_i .png/45 750029/8 OOpx-Invasions_of_the_Roman_Empire_i.
png and http://pages.uoregon.edu/mccole/303Spring20 1 1/maps/WWllbattlefronts.
jpg (accessed Nov. 2011).

3 At http://europa.eu/agencies/community_agencies/frontex/index_en.htm (accessed
Apr. 14, 2011; emphasis added).

4 At wwwfrontex.europa.eu (accessed Apr. 14, 2011; emphasis added).
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Mathew Coleman

Popular and practical lenses on immigration enforcement in the US are, for the most
part, border-centric. This is well illustrated by the fact that the vast majority of immi
gration bills considered by lawmakers during the modern period of US immigration
policy, which can be dated from the Chinese Exclusion Acts of the late nineteenth
century, have tackled the problem of immigration control in terms of border enforce
ment resources and/or practices (for an exhaustive review, see Zolberg 2006).
Equally relevant, however, is the similar equivalence that humanities and social sci
ences research on US immigration enforcement draws between immigration control
and border control. For example, much of the US immigration enforcement research
revolves around what has been called the “liberal paradox” (Hollifield et al. 2008).
By this is meant the selective rather than absolute openness of “globalizing” US
borders — open for business, but not for bodies (for example, see Nevins 2010 on
the “gatekeeper” state). This is a dominant theme across the humanities and social
sciences: US immigration enforcement is nearly exclusively framed in terms of the
contradictions and complementarities between US border militarization and free
trade in the era following the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) (for
a geographical perspective on the tension between border enforcement and trade,
see Ackleson 2005; Coleman 2007a; Nevins 2001; Purcell and Nevins 2005; Sparke
2006; Wright 2006).

The often unproblematized identification traced between immigration control
and border control in the US context stands in sharp contrast with European Union
(EU) immigration research. The latter explicitly conceptualizes immigration enforce
ment as a general problem of governance and sees border enforcement as a specific
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